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Shell and bash scripting 
 

In this session, we will learn about basic concepts in shell and bash scripting. The shell is a program that 

takes commands from user’s keyboard and passes them to the operating system to execute. We will 

introduce variables of shell script and learn about text editors available on Linux. Shell has the concept of 

functions. It allows the user to write a custom code block that will be required to be reused over and over. 

We will conduct hands-on activities and interactive quiz. 

 

The following topics will be covered in the workshop: 

I. Understand basic concepts about Shell, Bash and scripting  

II. Learn about comparison operators and I/O Redirection 

III. Utilize Special characters and permissions in Shell script 

IV. Define types of variables in shell script 

V. Learn about text editors available on Linux 

VI. Learn about the Bash if statement and use it in shell scripts. 

VII. Work with while loop and until loop with examples  

VIII. Utilize functions with an example 
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